Ninja vs ninja 2018

Epic competition series "American Ninja Warrior: Ninja vs. Ninja" pits three-person athletic
teams against one another on physically demanding, side-by-side obstacle courses that test
endurance and speed. Hosted by comedian Matt Iseman and former NFL player Akbar
Gbajabiamila, the show will feature even more challenging obstacles this season, incorporating
speed, human agility, skill and a whole new strategy of racing. The part season of "ANW: Ninja
vs. Ninja" will feature some of the biggest names from the primetime "American Ninja Warrior"
franchise, competing together to become the ultimate champions. American Ninja Warrior: Ninja
vs Ninja. Season 1. Most Recent. Ninja Vs. Ninja Runs: Best of Najee Richardson. Ninja Runs:
Best of Jesse Labreck. Best Runs: Top Fights. Best Runs: Top Comeback Victories. Ninja:
Close Calls Near Falls. American Ninja Warrior Ninja Vs. Ninja Season One: Top Moments. The
Ballers' Top Moments. Lizard Kings' Top Moments. Najee Richardson's Top Moments. James
McGrath's Top Moments. Ian Dory's Top Moments. ANW Ninja vs. ANW NInja vs. Ninja: Jamie
Rahn's Top Moments. ANW Ninja Vs. Ninja: Daniel Gil's Top Moments. Ninja: Lab Rats' Top
Moments. American Ninja Warrior: Puppy Vs. Ninja: Golden Hearts' Top Moments. Ninja: David
Campbell's Top Moments. Ninja: Party Time's Top Moments. Ninja: Team Ronin's Top Moments.
American Ninja Warrior: Ninja Vs. Ninja - The Course. Ninja Contestants. Ninja Hosts. If you
liked American Ninja Warrior: Ninja vs. How Low Will You Go? Big Star Little Star. We and our
partners use cookies on this site to improve our service, perform analytics, personalize
advertising, measure advertising performance, and remember website preferences. By using
the site, you consent to these cookies. For more information on cookies including how to
manage your consent visit our cookie policy. American Ninja Warrior: Ninja vs. Ninja formerly
Team Ninja Warrior is an American reality television obstacle racing team competition series
and a spin-off of American Ninja Warrior. The series features ANW alumni racing in teams of
three against each other, with the winners receiving a cash prize. On October 9, , Esquire
Network announced a spin-off of American Ninja Warrior which would feature twenty-four
3-person teams two men and one woman of popular ANW alumni. The teams competed
head-to-head against each other, running the course simultaneously, thus creating a new live
duel dynamic. The two teams with the fastest times advance to the finale where one team will be
crowned the winners and receive a cash prize. On May 31, , Esquire Network announced a
sixteen-episode second season that will also include a five-episode special college edition that
will have college-aged competitors go head-to-head against rival schools. On March 6, , it was
announced that Team Ninja Warrior would be moving to sibling cable channel USA Network as
Esquire Network wound down its linear channel operations and relaunched as an online-only
service. The show's second season premiered on April Each first-round episode consists of five
matches: two seeding-round matches, two elimination matches always pitting a seeding-round
winner against a seeding-round loser , and the championship relay race. The four standard
rounds features three heats, with the captains selecting opponents men vs. The third heat is
worth double points, with an extra race as a tiebreaker in the event of a tie, while the relay race
takes place on an extended course. Once the contestant reaches the Dancing Stones, a
contestant who fails any of the next obstacles which alternate or the Warped Wall three-attempt
rule in play automatically loses. The player who advanced the furthest wins the heat, with
whoever reached the previous obstacle the fastest being the tie-breaker. A ten-second penalty
applies for failure to clear obstacles in the relay race, assessed to the next player on the team.
In the relay final, the course's additional obstacles are the Salmon Ladder, Tilting Ladder, and
conclude with a foot spider climb leading to a foot rope climb. In contrast to the ANW rules,
which state that touching the water is not allowed, competitors are permitted to make contact
with the water, but are disqualified if they fall or completely lose their grip on the obstacle. For
instance, competitors can drag their feet through the pool on the Sonic Swing, but if they fall
completely off the rope, they are disqualified. Often competitors will brush the water in an effort
to catch up, but their slick feet most commonly hurt them later on obstacles such as the Warped
Wall. The newest season in has 36 teams of three competitors each, with major rule changes to
the elimination rounds. Each race will now be worth one point, again with the only restriction
that the women must race each other. A team must will all three heats to win the round. If
neither team sweeps the heats, the heats will be settled with a relay. Teams will assign
competitors to one of three points, the start, after the second, and after the fourth obstacles. To
win the match, the team up must win one heat to win. If the team down wins the heat, the two
teams will conduct one sudden death relay to determine the winner. The winners of the two
matches will play in the final, now nine obstacles, using the format except in the relay used in
the fourth and fifth heats if necessary , the exchange points will be after the third and sixth
obstacles, respectively. The season was taped from October 21â€”23, , in Long Beach,
California. Of the competing teams, only one team was captained by a woman, that of Jessie
Graff's, the "G-Force". Premiering on January 19, , the season consisted of eight, hour-long

episodes, exclusively on Esquire Network. Each episode featured teams, each consisting of two
men and one woman, competing against other teams from various colleges and universities
across the United States. At the end of each episode, the top two teams faced each other in a
relay race, with the winner advancing to the finals. There were 28 teams; unlike season 1, in
which only one team was captained by a woman, season 2 featured 3 teams captained by
women. Season 3 of the show, now dubbed as American Ninja Warrior: Ninja vs. Ninja ,
premiered on March 1, with the finale airing on June 18, The series aired on Esquire Network for
Season 1 only in The second season premiered on USA due to Esquire's shutdown as a TV
network, as well as third season premiering in In addition to American Ninja Warrior Jr. From
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Printable version. Add links. Akbar Gbaja-Biamila. Kacy Catanzaro. Jessie Graff [NB 1]. David
Campbell. Originally eliminated in the Relay Showdown in Episode 1 but were brought back as a
Wildcard in the Finals; Eliminated during qualifying in Finals Episode 2. Selena Laniel suffered a
shoulder injury during qualifying and was replaced by Traci Dinwiddie for the Relay Showdown
on Qualifying Episode 2. Eliminated during Qualifying in Finals Episode 2; Natalie Duran injured
her ankle when she dismounted from the Tire Swing during the knockout round Finals Episode
2 and was unable to finish her run. Eliminated during the Relay Showdown in Finals Episode 1;
Nate Burkhalter injured his shoulder during the qualifying round in Finals Episode 1 and was
unable to continue, and alternate Scott Willson replaced him. Team Captain Chris Wilczewski
suffered an injury during qualifying, teammate Brian Wilczewski took over his on-course role,
while injury replacement Arnold Hernandez took over Brian's spot, while Chris remained captain
off-course. Jesse Labreck [NB 1]. Meagan Martin [NB 1]. Originally eliminated in the Relay
Showdown in Episode 1 but went on to win in Wildcard Episode 2; Brian Kretsch suffered a
shoulder injury during Wildcard Episode 2 and was replaced by alternate Sean Bryan;
eliminated during Qualifying in Finals Episode 2. Returned in Wild Card episode 1 but lost to
Frostbite; Jonathan Horton injured his foot prior to Wild Card episode 1 and was unable to
compete, thus he was replaced by alternate Reko Rivera. Originally eliminated during qualifying
in Episode 6, but then defeated Three Wishes to advance to the playoffs; eliminated by Team
Ronin in the playoffs. Originally eliminated during qualifying in Episode 1 but then defeated the
Wisco Warriors in Wild Card Episode 2 to advance to the playoffs; eliminated by Iron Grip in the
playoffs. Originally eliminated during qualifying in episode 8 but then defeated the All-American
Ninjas to advance to the playoffs; eliminated by Labreckfast club in the playoffs. Originally
eliminated during qualifying in Episode 1 but then defeated the Big Dog Ninjas to advance to the
playoffs; eliminated by Party Time in the playoffs. Only team with a female captain; Won
Episode 2 to advance to the playoffs and defeated Team Ronin to win the championship.
Originally eliminated during qualifying in episode 7, but then defeated Midwest Muscle in Wild
Card episode 1 to advance to the playoffs; eliminated by Tri-Hards in the playoffs. Originally
eliminated during qualifying in episode 4,but then beat Dark Horse in Wild Card Episode 1 to
advance to the playoffs; eliminated by Golden Hearts in the playoffs. Won Episode 3 to advance
to the playoffs; eliminated in qualifying by Labreckfast Club during Finals. Won Episode 1 to

advance to the playoffs; defeated in the championship relay by Labreckfast Club in the Finals.
Brian Burkhardt injured his shoulder during the first Relay Showdown and was replaced in the
second by alternate Geoff Lancaster; returned in Wild Card episode 2 but lost to the Ballers.
Originally eliminated during qualifying in Episode 4 but then defeated Hazard Brigade to
advance to the playoffs; lost to Labreckfast club in relay showdown in the playoffs. We use
cookies and other tracking technologies to improve your browsing experience on our site, show
personalized content and targeted ads, analyze site traffic, and understand where our audiences
come from. To learn more or opt-out, read our Cookie Policy. Ninja has been filled with the type
of scenes that have made us love the American Ninja Warrior franchise â€” feats of strength,
displays of speed, epic victories and shocking falls. We are reminded time and time again that
we are watching some of the strongest, most powerful athletes in the nation. However, this
season of Ninja vs. Ninja and what they could mean in the episodes to come. On your mark Get
set Live-tweet with us starting now using NinjaVsNinja! In the opening rounds. Not only is it
hard to pass mid-course especially on overlapping obstacles , but a lead will also put pressure
on the other team to sell out, increasing the probability that they make a mistake. One of the
things we love about the Ninja community is the comradery. These athletes support one another
with the same passion they have for their own performance. Nonetheless, in the team
competition, you often have to put this love aside during the heat of battle. Arguably the most
important place to be aggressive is on the floating tiles. Nicholas Coolridge and Tyler Yamauchi
both took advantage of this strategy in relay match-ups, leading to team victories. Barclay
Stockett had one of the smoothest tiles transitions in Episode Three as she fearlessly attacked
the obstacle against a more passive opponent. So close! NinjaVsNinja pic. Often times, when
we watch the Ninjas on obstacles, we are floored by how fluidly they navigate the obstacle
itself. However, an underrated piece of Ninja brilliance is how they get on and off it. On the flip
side, we saw some big leaps out to the Pole Grasper during episode two, including a huge jump
out of Karson Voiles in the first match of the day. It's coming down to the wire on this one! Once
you move to the longer course in the final round, the emphasis shifts away from speed and
towards endurance. Ninjas will need to properly pace themselves to get to the back half of the
course in a good position. The Young Bloods were one of the best paced teams we saw through
the first episodes and it paid off with three wins in the finals. What are your favorite moves from
the competitors so far? And be sure to check out the Ninja vs. Ninja Thursday nights on USA!
Cookie banner We use cookies and other tracking technologies to improve your browsing
experience on our site, show personalized content and targeted ads, analyze site traffic, and
understand where our audiences come from. By choosing I Accept , you consent to our use of
cookies and other tracking technologies. Filed under:. How to win on Ninja vs. By jfetrain11 Mar
27, , am PDT. Reddit Pocket Flipboard Email. Share this story Twitter Facebook. The episode
season premiered on March 1st, and is expected to run weekly until the completion of the
series. An announcement regarding if American Ninja Warrior: Ninja vs Ninja will be renewed for
Season 2 in has not yet been made. This show is the replacement for what would have been
Team Ninja Warrior Season 3. The competition features 36 different 3-person teams two men
and one women who compete head to head against each other. Unlike the normal American
Ninja Warrior TV show, in Ninja vs Ninja the teams and competitors are racing side by side at
the same time on a specially designed course. To generate more excitement, the course has
been designed so that in one or two spots, the competitors paths may cross or they may run
into each other, adding another element of strategy as ninjas might be reaching for the same
grips or trying to avoid collisions. With the new name of the show, the rules have also slightly
changed. Each episode will feature 4 teams, with 2 different teams facing off in the first two
rounds. The winner of those rounds will race against each other in the final round of the night.
That winner will advance to the playoffs at the end of the show, while all of the other teams who
lost go home. This is a change from last year where you still had a chance to advance even if
you lost your first round. In addition, the relay and point system has been tweaked. This year,
within a round, there will be up to 5 races between the teams. The first team to 3 points wins.
Each race is worth a single point. The first 3 races will have a single ninja taking on the front
half of the course the first 6 obstacles. If no team has 3 points at that point they would have to
win all 3 races to do so , there are up to 2 more races in that round. The final 2 races in the
round are relays, with each member taking on 2 of the 6 obstacles. For the final matchup of the
night between the 2 teams that won their first round , the course extends to a full 9 obstacles.
Besides that, the rules are the same for the final round â€” each race is worth 1 point, the first 3
are solo ninjas, and the last 2 rounds, if needed, are relay races. Find Ninja Gyms. Find Ninja
Competitions. Helena St. West Virginia Wisconsin Wyoming. Full details about the playoffs at
the end of the season are still to be announced. Stay In Touch! Get our newsletter and stay
up-to-date with all the ninja news you need to know! Don't miss out on any Ninja Warrior action!

Ninja Guide. We use cookies and other tracking technologies to improve your browsing
experience on our site, show personalized content and targeted ads, analyze site traffic, and
understand where our audiences come from. To learn more or opt-out, read our Cookie Policy.
Tonight, we saw the culmination of weeks of playoffs, months of racing and years of training as
Ninja vs. Each of these teams left everything they had on the course, but only one could be
crowned kings of the relay. The trophy is waiting! Who do you think will win tonight?
NinjaVsNinja pic. Then, Team Ronin a thrilling five heat battle against Iron Grip that was back
and forth the entire match-up. This set up a star-studded final round where Labreckfast Club
was able to earn the championship trophy, with Jesse Labreck anchoring to the victory in an
awesome battle with Meagan Martin. The rules are the same that were used during qualifiers.
Each match-up is a best of five format. If there is no winner after three individual heats, we
move to relay races. The winning teams face each other in a final round on the extended course.
The first team to three points moves into the finals. Tune in to see who was! Jake and Chris
sprinted side by side through the beginning of the course before jumping up to take on the
Wingnuts. After transitioning past the first Wingnut, they both took off for the bar, but only
Murray built up enough momentum to get both hands on it cleanly. DiGangi splashed down into
the water in the first fall of the night while Party Time took an early lead. RT for flexlabreck. Like
for BarclayStockett. Heat Two was a battle between two undefeated Ninja all-stars. Barclay took
control of the race early, smoothly dismounting the Wingnuts and building up a commanding
lead. That really put the pressure on Labreck, whose team was already trailing in the match.
However, Jesse kept a cool head and, after Barclay lost her rhythm in the early stages of the
Criss Cross Ring Toss, she cruised ahead and never looked back. Labreck sprinted up the wall
and hit the buzzer to tie the score. With the score tied, a pair of Ninja All-Stars took the course.
Alexis had an eight inch height advantage and used it early on the Wingnuts to reach out and
grab the next Wingnut, allowing him to swing ahead while Arnold had to use time building
momentum. He ate up ground in a hurry and attempted a long dismount, powering up the
warped wall a few moments before Arnold followed him. After three awesome individual match
ups, we got our first relay. With their backs against the wall, Party Time put Barclay in the lead
off spot with Jake to follow her and Brian to anchor. At the first exchange, Stockett gave Party
Time a small lead and Murray kept that advantage with smooth transitions on the wingnuts and
floating tiles. He only needed a few moves on the final obstacle to be in position for the
dismount. Alexis kept both feet on the pad, raced the wall and smashed the buzzer to put his
team one step closer to the championship. Finale of Ninja vs. Things are about to get crazy!
MathisThekid swinging through the course like He used a slightly different approach to the
Wingnuts, clearing the obstacle in just two moves. That put him an obstacle ahead and Mathis
never looked back. He flew through the Criss Cross Ring Toss and ran uncontested to the
buzzer. Meagan Martin put her undefeated record on the line against Tiana Webberley in a battle
of top Ninjas. The pair was dead even through the first two obstacles, but, similar to the heat
before, the Wingnuts were a differentiator. Martin built up a big lead here and, despite a strong
late surge from Webberley, she was able to tie the match for her team. Once again, we reached a
pivotal third heat. Gil and Flip have a combined 9 national finals and the superstars were flying
through the first part of the course. On the Wingnuts, both Ninjas tried to mirror the hand over
hand strategy of Mathis Owhadi, but only Flip was able to cleanly grip the second Wingnut. In a
battle this tight, that was all Flip needed to sprint through the remainder of the course and pick
up a pivotal victory. Nailed it, guys! In the relay, Martin and Webberely were assigned the first
part of the course, Flip and Mathis would take over at the Wingnuts and finally JJ and Daniel
would be the anchors. Team Ronin entered the match with an undefeated relay record, meaning
Iron Grip would need to be close to perfect to earn a victory. They got things started on the right
foot as Webberely beat Martin to the first exchange. Owhadi and Rodriguez moved in sync
through the first Wingnut, but Flip had a shocking fall during the second exchange. When Gil
got hung up early in the obstacle, Woods surged even and then swung ahead of the Kingdom
Ninja heading into the dismount. This race would come down to the Warped Wall. Woods got to
the base first, but Gil exploded to the top and dived across the platform to beat JJ to the buzzer
by only 6 hundredths of a second! After that heart-stopping finish, both teams kept the same
order for the knock-out relay. It was another razor thin margin on the first leg, but Martin gave
her team the edge. Flip used that advantage to swing out to the dismount bar first, making
Owhadi take an extra swing on the Wingnuts. Although Gil put the pressure on, Woods was
determined to hold him off this time. He raced to the buzzer first and started the celebration for
Team Ronin. We now moved to the extended course for the last match-up of the night. At the
start of the championship round, the pressure was turned up to another level! Both Ninjas
sprinted out to a fast start before DiGangi had a surprise fall on the cargo net. A small slip up
left him falling backwards into the water as JJ Woods eased ahead to steal the first heat. These

women are the best of the best! The second heat was a battle of undefeated Ninjas! These two
women had a combined record in team competition. Once again, the pressure of the
championship was a factor. Labreck navigated the Wing Nuts first and her big swing on the
dismount set the bar into motion, making for a tricky target for Meagan. Considering how strong
these two relays have been all season, both teams really wanted to win this match and get an
edge. Flip took an early lead on the Wingnuts, but Alexis used that signature length to retake
the lead on the Criss Cross Ring Toss. Flip put everything he had into the climb, even losing his
hat, but Alexis had enough in the tank to hold him off and hit the buzzer first. All the way to the
top! Labreckfast Club was just one win away from hoisting the trophy while Team Ronin needed
a victory to force a tiebreaker match up. Both teams were looking to get fast starts with Flip and
Jon in lead off position. Flip and Jon were even at the start, but Alexis had a well timed
dismount on the Wingnuts to steal the lead. He not only overtook DiGangi, but opened up an
advantage for Martin on the anchor leg. When Jesse started her run, Meagan was already
jumping up to the Salmon Ladder. Just like she did in the first round of the playoffs, Jesse
entered the Zig Zag Climb first and never looked back. She held her advantage despite a great
effort from Meagan to close the gap. At the top, Labreck smashed the buzzer and clinched the
championship for Labreckfast Club! With the final relay complete, all that was left was the
trophy celebration. Congrats not only to Labreckfast Club, but to all the Ninjas who helped
make this season incredibly exciting for the fans like us who were watching at home! Cookie
banner We use cookies and other tracking technologies to improve your browsing experience
on our site, show personalized content and targeted ads, analyze site traffic, and understand
where our audiences come from. By choosing I Accept , you consent to our use of cookies and
other tracking technologies. Filed under: Ninja vs Ninja. Ninja vs Ninja recap: A champion has
been crowned. By jfetrain11 Jun 18, , pm PDT. Reddit Pocket Flipboard Email. Share this story
Twitter Facebook. We use cookies and other tracking technologies to improve your browsing
experience on our site, show personalized content and targeted ads, analyze site traffic, and
understand where our audiences come from. To learn more or opt-out, read our Cookie Policy.
Now, we have all off the preliminary match ups for you! In each episode, four teams will battle it
out in a best-of-five format which will be explained in more detail very soon. Each episode will
culminate in a winning team that will head to the next round. Having these match ups allows us
to do some case-by-case predictions and analysis. Here are your Ninja vs Ninja preliminary
rosters! Who do you think will survive the first round? Ready to debate your predictions? Head
to the comments section at the bottom of this article. Cookie banner We use cookies and other
tracking technologies to improve your browsing experience on our site, show personalized
content and targeted ads, analyze site traffic, and understand where our audiences come from.
By choosing I Accept , you consent to our use of cookies and other tracking technologies. Filed
under: Ninja vs Ninja. The Ninja vs. Ninja preliminary match ups are finally here. Reddit Pocket
Flipboard Email. Share this story Twitter Facebook. We use cookies and other tracking
technologies to improve your browsing experience on our site, show personalized content and
targeted ads, analyze site traffic, and understand where our audiences come from. To learn
more or opt-out, read our Cookie Policy. The playoffs concluded with a final match-up worth
watching on repeat. The final showdown of the Ninja vs Ninja playoffs did not disappoint. The
night was once again full of twists and turns and unpredictable endings. Four teams strived to
join the three that have already qualified for the finals: Iron Grip, Labreckfast Club, and Party
Time. They took the win after all five heats. Team Ronin and the Lab Rats gave us a fantastic
final round, with Meagan and Michelle both completing the extended course. When the dust
settled, Team Ronin rounded out the final four. The rules are the same that were used during
qualifiers. Each match-up is a best of five format. If there is no winner after three individual
heats, we move to relay races. The winning teams face each other in a final round on the
extended course. The first team to three points moves into the finals. Down 2 to 1 with our
backs to the wall Team Ronin did what we do best Individually we are strong but together we
are unstoppable. Next Monday on USA, we have one last chance to make the finals of
ninjavsninja americanninjawarrior. It's been a wild competition and it gets even crazier as we go
up against some of the greatest youngflip7 jjwoods87 and meaganmartin JJ had a bit of an
advantage heading into the Parallel Pipes, but Paul tied things up when they both exited at the
same time. Things were tied again on the Hanging Staircase. Suddenly Paul leaped for the lead
and nailed the dismount. JJ tried to catch up and the rush sent him into the water. Paul
completed the course for the first point. Meagan had yet to lose a race on Ninja vs Ninja. Meiling
took the lead first. She had a chance to give herself room on the Pipes when Meagan missed the
first transition. However, Meiling struggled to get off the obstacle. This allowed Meagan to pass.
In a blink, she was on the Hanging Staircase. Meiling moved to catch up, but Meagan was
already off and running up the Warped Wall. This race was going to be all about speed, speed,

and more speed. Flip was ahead going into the Pipes. He was also out first and sprinted
onward. Suddenly he OUT was on the Tiles! Team Ronin found themselves on the bubble to be
sent home. They HAD to win this one. Meiling and Meagan took the first leg. Lorin and JJ were
in the middle. Paul and Flip were in the last position. Meiling and Meagan raced through the first
two obstacles to tag their teammates at the same time! On the Pipes, both JJ and Lorin had
trouble reaching the second one. JJ was off first and tagged Flip. Lorin stumbled on the Tiles,
bringing in Paul a little late. This meant Flip was able to reach the buzzer first. We're all in this
together! NinjaVsNinja pic. That stunning finish forced the teams into a tie-breaker. They both
chose the same run orders. It was a close start again. Lorin was tagged in a little before JJ. JJ
and Lorin flew through the obstacles together and tagged their teammates at the same time. Flip
charged across the Staircase and up the Wall with Paul hot on his heels. That race provided no
time to breath for either team. Together, they put up the fastest relay of the season so far.
Tonight's the night!! My labrats team will be on another episode, but you won't want to miss any
episode. So many epic races and incredible athletes! Can't wait to relive the excitement tonight
and cheer on so many friends It got really hard to cheer for someone to win any race, since I
liked everyone racing! Do we look intimidating yet? Kevin had a slight lead at the start and he
used it to put a little strategy on the course. Then he was out of there. This threw Chris off a bit
and he had to take two swings on the obstacle. Kevin fell on the Tiles and was soaking wet.
Chris overcame the setback and passed Kevin. Both were on the Staircase. Chris maintained
his lead and was the first to leave the obstacle. Kevin fell in the water at the dismount while
Chris ran up the Wall. Hit it! Michelle got her feet wet on Sonic Swing, which is always a scary
way to start a race. But she was still able to get through the Pipes first and across the Floating
Tiles. She worked diligently on the Staircase while Bree came up behind her. Michelle was able
to get off the obstacle and faced the Wall. We were worried her feet might be too wet from
earlier, but she had no issue getting the grab. Tyler had the early lead in this heat. Brian got
very wet on the Sonic Swing. He ended up falling on the Tiles, handing Tyler the clear win. The
Young Bloods had to win this if they wanted to move on. Michelle and Bree were at the starting
line. Chris and Tyler were in the middle. Brian and Kevin waited at the end. This race was fast.
No way around it. Chris slipped perfectly through the Pipes and brought in Brian. Kevin was in
behind him and Brian had to pour on the steam to stay ahead. He held on and whipped up the
wall just in time to send the Young Bloods home. We now moved to the extended course for the
last match-up of the night. This heat was close at the start. Chris was again SO smooth through
the Pipes and was gone. JJ had to take an extra moment to work on the obstacle. They were
both on the Staircase, but the extended course provides plenty of time for changeups. Chris
crossed over the Wall first, with JJ right behind him. They started the Salmon Ladder evenly.
Chris only had a tiny lead on the Rumbling Dice. Both started the Zig Zag Climb. Both these
Ninjas are undefeated in head to head races. That was going to have to change for one of them.
Meagan had the lead at the start and held it through the first portion of the course. Meagan
paused before the Warped Wall, which let Michelle catch up. They crossed to the back half
together. This was truly head to head. She completed the obstacle with Meagan just a second
behind. Now they both faced the final climb. To this point, Jesse Labreck had been the only
woman to hit the buzzer on the extended course. Now both Michelle and Meagan were charging
up the final obstacle. It was a brief moment but Meagan locked in and pushed for the lead. She
hit the buzzer first, becoming the second woman to complete the extended course. Michelle
became the third just seconds later. Neck and neck until the very end! Flip had a slight lead into
the Parallel Pipes and both competitors struggled a bit to leave the obstacle. Brian ran off first.
Flip caught up to him on the Hanging Staircase and they were right on top of one another. In the
chaos, Brian fell. Flip completed the obstacle to take the point. The pressure is on! This was an
interesting lineup. Meagan and Chris were at the start. Flip and Brian took the middle positions.
This left Michelle facing off with JJ at the end. Team Ronin was up a point, so the Lab Rats
needed this win. Chris took the lead off the starting lin
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e, pulled another smooth run through the Pipes and tagged in Brian. Soon, Meagan tagged in
Flip. Brian was on the Staircase and totally flying through it. Brian tagged Michelle, but JJ was
right there with her. Both launched for the Salmon Ladder. Suddenly, Michelle missed a rung
and plummeted into the water. The win went to Team Ronin. The Lab Rats cooled off by joining
Michelle in the water. These two This is it! On June 18, the last four teams standing will fight for
the championship. Tune in for the finale! Cookie banner We use cookies and other tracking
technologies to improve your browsing experience on our site, show personalized content and

targeted ads, analyze site traffic, and understand where our audiences come from. By choosing
I Accept , you consent to our use of cookies and other tracking technologies. Filed under: Ninja
vs Ninja. Ninja vs Ninja recap: The final four is set New, 1 comment. Reddit Pocket Flipboard
Email. Loading comments Share this story Twitter Facebook.

